MARNIE INJURED AS TEAM LOSES "CLOSE BATTLE"

Endurance of Brooklyn Poly Tech’s Fast Forward Proves Stumbling Block to Dragons with Fatal Results to Marnie

TUCKER & HEY SHARE HONORS

The Dragons traveled to New York Saturday night and were defeated by Brooklyn Poly in a whitewashed game, 28-21. The game was close from start to finish, and was featured by several sensational shots.

The Blue and Gold piled up a 1-1 lead in the opening stages of the first quarter, but they could not hold this margin and Tech always enjoyed a slight edge, particularly at the end of the first half, which stood Brooklyn 14, Drexel 8.

Jones, the clever leader of the New Yorkers, was voted the high man throughout the steel rims six times during the fray. The Dragon guards could not stop Jones and he dropped in goals from all steel rims six times during the fray.

Art Tucker and Al Hey shared the scoring honors for the Dragons, each collecting 3 points. Tucker also served as center for the period in which the game was played.

The first half was entirely in the hands of the Brooklyn Poly technical team, and had to retire from the game. This may keep Bill on the side lines for the remainder of the season. The Dragons will play U.C. in Curly Call this evening. U.C. always upsets a good basketball club and a notable upset is expected. Drexel Fresh will play the U.C. Jay-Vees in the preliminary game at 1:30.

On Saturday evening Sicklhill will be attended as the Brown University club and the outcome should be an interesting game. The Fresh will play Brown Prep in the preliminary game at 1:30.

SORORITY ANNOUNCE PLEDGES AT END OF STRENUOUS SEASON

Wednesday afternoon, January 21st, was the climax of the season period which followed a series of delightful parties tended the brakes by the three sororities. Each sorority entertained with a formal dance and an informal supper. They were all attended to be nearly perfect.

Several sororities announce the following pledges:

Sigma Sigma Sigma: Dorothy Stump, Maxine McFadzean, Elizabeth Mall, Beverly Henderson.

Pi Beta Phi: Beverley Beatty, Elsie Reeder, Sue Vaughn, Marion Allen, Margaret Wood, Beatrice Baker, Florence Greenfield, Dorothy Truax, Helen Haney, Marion Butler.

(Continued on Page 4)

MILITARY DEPARTMENT SHOWS FILMS ON AVIATION

Scene Shows History of Flying and Development of Army Air Corps as Well As Advantages of Cestr Airline Course

RANDALL HALL CROWDED

On Wednesday, January 23, Randall Hall was packed to the doors to view the first screening of two movies on aviation, "The Flying Caper" and "Wings of the West." The first film was seen at the San Antonio, Texas, flying field, and was a human interest story of the life of a young cadet in the training course of one year.

The second show was first given two weeks ago, exactly one week before the first showing of the second film. The trend of the event is to show a weekly film to the students.

Al Hey, Al Hey, Our Star Guard Has An Enviable Record

Played at South Philosophy, and High and Prince of Peace Church Teams Before Enlisting Freshman

Sterling

Al Hey, one of our representatives from South Philadelphia, is playing a guard position on our present quintet. He has played forward for the past three seasons, and he has been one of the Unlimiteds of the court squad.

This year Coach Halley started Hey to guard and he has been playing the running guard position in his old time form.

Her first played basketball with the Prince of Peace church team in South Philadelphia. This amateur team defeated some of the best clubs in its class in Philadelphia and Al boasted a very valuable experience of which he is to make use.

He made the South Philadelphia high team in 1932 when only a Sophomore and played on this court squad for the next three years. He also played baseball in his last year at Southern.

In the fall of 1932 Al followed the footprint of the boy who was a native and brought back good tidings from both.

Several coaches of our rival teams attended these matches and when they spoke of their opinions with the Drexel Dragans, they were very favorable. They praised the Dragons for their clean playing, hard fighting and all around sportsmanship throughout the past football season.

The trials of this period were illustrated that we were not the only ones who noticed the qualities of our last football team.

We hope that our boys keep up this high and eventual it is everywhere their turn to shine.

FACULTY CLUB TO PRESENT PLAYS

Women’s Club to Give "Alexander’s Horse," "The Kleptomaniac," and "Barrie’s "The Twelve Pound Look"

DEAN RYDER TO STAR

On February 15 Drexel students will be able to watch their instructors in to-day outstanding roles. On that evening the Faculty Women’s Club will present three one-act plays. The casts will be made up entirely from members of the Faculty and their wives.

"Alexander’s Horse," the first of the three, Dean Ryder will play Henry, and was said to be sufficiently to guarantee the success of the entire evening. Mrs. Ryder will play the part of Katherine Parr.

"The Kleptomaniac," the first, was written by the headmaster of the Schuykill River School, and was scalded about the head and shoulders.

The last play to be by far the best known of the three, was "Barrie’s "The Twelve Pound Look," in which the one and only Barrie was the hero being stranded by his instructor.

The second play is to be for the best known of the three, and was featured by several organizations.

Ronan has been deferred upon as yet, but will be on the menu in the fall of the year. The constitution will the text of the fall of the year.

Plans for the next two meetings were discussed and a committee appointed to work out a plan for the next two meetings. The booking of a film in the Faculty Dining room from the motion picture companies for the next two meetings will be about February 27, and others who are interested in the showing of films will be obtained for this plan.

A general discussion was held and shut, Tomlinson, and others stated their experiences in industry and the benefit derived therefrom.

It is expected that the club will be a great benefit to the Business School and to its members through its contact with the prominent men of the business world.

BUSINESS CLUB CONTINUES ORGANIZATION PLANS

The second meeting of what is now called the Drexel Business Club was held in the Men’s Union on Thursday evening, January 24. About twenty of the twenty-seven charter members and Mr. Knebelchein attended this first regular organization meeting.

No name has been decided upon as yet, but will be on the menu in the fall of the year. The constitution will be the text of the fall of the year.

Plans for the next two meetings were discussed and a committee appointed to work out a plan for the next two meetings. The booking of a film in the Faculty Dining room from the motion picture companies for the next two meetings will be about February 27, and others who are interested in the showing of films will be obtained for this plan.

A general discussion was held and shut, Tomlinson, and others stated their experiences in industry and the benefit derived therefrom.

It is expected that the club will be a great benefit to the Business School and to its members through its contact with the prominent men of the business world.

Unavoidable Explosion of Steam Pipe Scalds Workman and Knocks Down Student

A steam pipe blew out in the Institute's boiler room on Janu­ary 24, at 6 A.M. A workman was injured and a student knocked down by the force of the explo­sion.

The workman, John Duker, was on a ladder or a platform when the explosion occurred. Duker was injured by being thrown from the lad­der as a result of the explosion and was struck on the head and shoulders.

George Bessford, a student at Drexel, was injured by being knocked down. The explosion but was unhurt. Bessford was walking along in the boiler room and after being knocked down was pulled off leaving a trail of triangles. 

DR. ANDREWS SPEAKS TO HOME ECONOMICS CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA

Last Thursday evening, January 17th, was the meeting of the Philadelphia chapter of the Home Economics Club of Philadelphia in the Philadelphia Public Schools, pres­ided.

The speaker was Dr. Andrews, Professor of Domestic Science at the Swarthmore Woman’s College and authority on Household Economics. In his talk he centered on the necessity of changing pledges: (Continued on Page 5)
The Triangle—Our Creed

We believe in Drexel, its traditions and aims. We believe in the organizations that support the school but not for their own gain.

We believe the Triangle should serve to unite the Faculty and Students toward a fulfillment of one grand aim—

EDITORIALLY SPEAKING

Consider! !

To the Editor:

Some day we will get into several less serious issues of the Triangle some dissatisfaction expressed as to the amount of the fees charged for a college education. This question has come up, unquestionably by the writers of the editorials in question, to the tendency among the colleges and universities to increase the amount of money paid toward the support of their institutions.

All colleges which have been built up through the generosity of many men and women have at some time or other taken advantage of the need of the students to increase the fees charged.

With the endowment of the institution, the opportunity to finance such expenditures should be given to the students themselves.

We have probably wondered as to the source of this dissatisfaction as to the amount of the fees charged for the education given.

We have been informed of a very promising way of making fruit cake retail.

There is no copyright on this secret so we think it will do no harm to bring it to the attention of the students.

First, have your mother make the cake with the required amount of sugar, flour and water and add the necessary ingredients to the whole family check on the raising. The cake is wrapped in the usual cloth and is placed in an air tight container with a tin, "pack"speech spacers. The amount they make up so many as it is in its pieces. Then put the lid on tight and let the cake stand for at least two or three months to serve.

If you have not exceeded the reason for the Union—well, we will tell you. You will be the first to find that the money that you receive for your efforts is not all that a cake needs to sell.

A little Lorelei may be found here and there in every college town—character for a small item and we will close the lesson in cooking now.

It seems that the Board of Trustees always leads to Florida or California. And how are you?

We went into Chicago last week to buy our friend the Mayfield superintendent of education. We made a small, white, ebony, rather unlucky for him.

"What—will—be?—" he asked.

"Murbre, well—Mr.—Hiss—Missus—" we answered.

We get our friend the Mayfield superintendent of education to write about during the long winter evenings after the New Year, and we will close the lesson in cooking now.
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It seems that the Board of Trustees always leads to Florida or California. And how are you?

We have never entertained the idea of writing a book or making a movie, but there is nothing wrong with that. We have the privilege to be able to live and work in such surroundings. It is so tiresome to travel when you have a second class mailer.

For example, in a letter from her Union, she said:

"Hi—do—

Go—That sounds worse every time it's read.

You "hit" it school hard. We believe that if all the students will be having the Triangle handy in every corner of the country, it will be not far from as much as forty or so to come in connection. It is a hard day's work and to see the Triangle waiting to be read, with the student newspaper and the editorials, as well as the student house girls. (Includes a big family).

Interestingly speaking, we have never gotten the assignment for the last page and last issue. They did not give us the chance to say that our whole idea in this paper was to "show under" or possibly printed in the next.

We take it that Prof. MacDonald does not say for hours
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forgotten. In an even shorter time. The comedy is successful and we recommend drawn. The characters, even the atmosphere, are
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Joshua Lonsdale's, who writes the sort of things that one sees and enjoys, and

Kate, with Mr. Altmaler opposite her as Sir Harry. Dr. Hanson and Miss Chap­

fund raises— in manuscript. It Is nothing

but reworked material, made to make

Kate, with Mr. Altmaler opposite her as Sir Harry. Dr. Hanson and Miss Chap­

reserved seat tickets are being sold

Tickets now on sale in Room 304

All tied the score with two fouls, but Jacobs on a follow-up shot put the
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GIRLS' TEAMLOSE FIRST
GAME TO URUSINUS

On Saturday, January 26th, the wo­men's basketball squad journeyed up to Collegeville, to open their season by a

Dynamo has been

away from the Blue and Gold.

The champions of the State of Mary­land started the scoring of the evening, when after about one minute of play, Gquirita dropped in a double basket. Af­
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Back Row: Miss Crowley, Edith Mattison, Cora Adamsen, Bertha Anderson, Mary Bennion, Janet Letchworth.

Front Row: "Honey" Henderson, Ella Keest, Audrey Rust, Mary Stone, Maritl Titus.
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Alumni Notes

Alice A. Johnson’s loyal service to the institution, with her interest in those who have taught and are teaching under her is being acknowledged by the Home Economics Association of the city, of which Alma M. Hall, ’05, is president.

The Alpha Upsilon Delta Sigma Alpha: Mildred Odiorne, Bertha Pickard, Zay Henry, Loretta Finlay, Mary Allt, Marion Dickson, Nan Scott, Margaret Wenz, Nan Scott, Margaret Rosengarten, Jane L. Abraham.

DANCE FUNDRAISING AND SOCIAL SEVERANCE

Last Saturday evening, January 19th, there was an Alumni Dance held in the Court. The decorations were blue and gold crepe paper and from some of the remarks which were overheard, it is evident that the committee worked very attractively. The Association noted $100 on the affair.

Of those who were present were: Mackenzie, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Shruber, Allstater, and Ward, Mrs. Howard, the Misses Goodry, Burnell and Warren.

The Society Club Orchestra gave a splendid performance of the popular jazz tunes. A Lucky Number Dance and a Lucky Spot Dance were in order and tickets for the prizes—ash trays and sconces. Both the men and women winners were very satisfied, the money paid will be returned to the $5000 fund are being sent to the American Alumni Council held at Stanford University, recently attended a conference of the Pacific Coast group of the American Alumni Council held at Stanford University.

The Alpha Upsilon Delta Sigma Alpha will be read by the President of the Drexel Alumni Association, February 27 for Alumni Day at the Institute.

LEARN THE PIANO IN TEN LESSONS

Without wasting breath, low-breathing scales and exercises. You are taught to play by note in regular progressive steps. After your very first lesson you will be able to play a large number of popular songs.

SEND FOR IT ON APPROVAL

The “Halmark Self-Instructor” is the title of this method. Eight years were required to perfect this great work. The entire program with the necessary examination sheets is bound in cloth with a gold seal. There is no book to study except the “Halmark Self-Instructor,” as issued.

This amazing return giving any copy of the “Halmark Self-Instructor” with its wide appeal will refund in full all money paid.

SAVE YOUR MONEY

The “Halmark Self-Instructor” is the title of this method. Eight years were required to perfect this great work. There is no book to study except the “Halmark Self-Instructor,” as issued.

This amazing return giving any copy of the “Halmark Self-Instructor” with its wide appeal will refund in full all money paid.
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HALMARK SELF-INSTRUCTOR

Order from

The Pennsylvania Pharacy
313 and Woodland Ave.

Swarthmore Give Drexel Fresh First Touching

The strong Garnet J. V. gave the Blue and Gold pursuing their first defeat of the season on the Swarthmore Court, Saturday, Jan. 19, 1929.

The final score at the end of the first half by the score of 24 to 9, but came back and held the Saxon to 16 points the second half.

Liebenthal was the high scorer of the game, setting five goals from the field.

Frosh Defeat Delaware J. V.’s in Close Game

The yealting quailant played their closest game of the season when they beat the Delaware J. V.s 41-45.

At the end of the first half the boys were nearing losing by one point, however the Frosh came back stronger and the game was nip and tuck throughout.

The final gun found the score prevailing the Blue and field ahead by the narrow margin of points.

Reichenthal and Liebenthal led the attack, collecting 5 and 6 respectively.

Reason led the attack for the visiters.

BETWEEN CLASSES

Just stop and try the appetizing edibles served at our bountiful:

THE PENNSYLVANIA PHARMACY
313 and Woodland Ave.

DREXEL TRIANGLE

At the January meeting of the Baltimore College, Miss Grace Godfrey was the speaker. On January 15th, Mr. Ryder entertained the members of the Washington Institute with stories of the Institute.

At this meeting Miss Clara A. Brugger, ’15, was elected president to succeed Charles E. Cherry, ’11. Because of so much attention, the meeting in Hartford, at which President Rathbone was to be in the zone, was postponed.

The Executive Committee of the Drexel Alumni Club of Philadelphia held a meeting recently and discussed plans for completing the $2000 for scholarships this school year. This sum has been accumu­lated through the proceeds of card parties, raffles on the permanent real, and some on pinned stationary ordered through the Alumni Club.

On January 19th the Alumni held a dance in the Great Court. This was a real success both socially and financially.

The proceeds of the dance will be a little over $100.

Tickets for the plays given by the Alumns on February 15th may be secured through the Alumni Office, at 55 and 75 cents each. You will enjoy seeing Mr. Ryder act.

A Valentine Social is being planned for Saturday, Feb. 16, in the Picture Gallery. Details will be announced later, but games will be had at the Harvard basketball game in the gym and hope to see you in the second half.

Stop In!

White Beauty Shoppe
325 Chestnut St.

for your beauty problems

Everyday 9 to 5

JAMES N. WATSON

By BRIGGS

not a cough in a carload
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Frosh and Alumni Win Third Straight Victory

The Frosh took their third straight game by overwhelming Palmer Business College, 25-15, on Saturday, the 12th, and rout them, and won by the score of 40-13. McPherson was the high scorer for the visitors, scoring almost all Palmer’s points. Liebenthal led the Frosh attack by dropping in 5 double deckers.
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